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TAMARIAN

The Tamarians, or Children of Tama, are a species from Sigma Tama IV in the Alpha Quadrant. Early
contact with the Tamarians proved difficult for the Federa�on due to the complexity and allegorical
nature of Tamarian speech, which is almost exclusively made of mytho-historical or collec�ve
references and metaphor. Captain Picard of the USS Enterprise successfully made a true, though
unorthodox, first contact with a Tamarian captain, Dathon, though it came at a steep price, with
Captain Dathon’s death. The event worked to open a new era in rela�ons between the Federa�on
and Children of Tama, and as of 2381, at least one Tamarian served in Starfleet.

EXAMPLE VALUE: Shaka! When The Walls Fell!

ATTRIBUTES: +1 Insight, +1 Presence, +1 Reason

TRAIT: Tamarian. Tamarians are a spiritual and ritualis�c people whose language is derived
almost en�rely from metaphor and allegory of history and shared experiences. Something that can
be confusing or aggrava�ng to others who don’t understand them. This long period of isola�on and
failed first Contacts has made many Tamarians pa�ent with those who don’t understand. As of the
2380s, the Universal Translator does translate the Tamarian Language, albeit imprecisely at �mes.
You gain the ‘Imprecise Transla�on’ Trait.

TALENTS: Your character receives access to the following talents:

SOKATH (HIS EYES UNCOVERED)
REQUIREMENT: Tamarian, or Gamemaster Discre�on

The cultural language of your people, who speak only in allegory and mythological references,
allow you to consider avenues that others may not. When a�emp�ng to discern the meaning of
something that may seem inscrutable to most individuals, you may add three threat to the threat
pool in order to re-roll any or all of your dice. Addi�onally if you only used two dice for the task,
you gain an addi�onal die during the re-roll.

DARMOK (AND JALAD AT TANAGRA)

REQUIREMENT: Tamarian, or Gamemaster Discre�on

When you and another Character share an experience, you may spend 1 momentum to gain a trait
named for a mythological allegory that explains the bond that is shared between you two.
Addi�onally, any�me that allegory would apply to the situa�on and you are assis�ng them or being
assisted by them, either of you can re-roll one d20.

This trait is quasi-permanent and remains un�l you decide it is no longer relevant, or it is replaced
by another.

FEDERATION STANDARD

You have learned to speak Federa�on Standard, so that you do not have to rely on the imprecise
and imperfect transla�ons of the Tamarian language by the Universal Translators. You no longer
suffer from the ‘Imprecise Transla�on’ Trait when speaking in Federa�on Standard.

SAMPLE NAMES:

Female Names: Chenza, Jiri, Kimarnt, Kira, Lungha, Mira, Vhila, Zima

Male Names: Bazmin�, Darmok, Dathon, Jalad, Kayshon, Sharak, Temba, Zinda

BASILISKONLINE
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